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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this thesis is to study the method used
at the Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries to help the physi-
cally handicapped person to become self-supporting as well as
adjusted in his environment* This adjustment may be in terms
of becoming adjusted in a work placement in the Goodwill In-
dustries or it may be in terms of becoming adjusted in a work
placement outside the Goodwill Industries after the training
period has been completed.
This study has as its main approach the work placement
and the adjustment of the individual in the work placement*
This study seeks to examine the value of employing and train-
ing the physically handicapped worker on an individual basis*
Method
A representative sample of twenty physically handicap-
ped employees in the Goodwill Industries was chosen* This
group of employees is representative of the physically handi-
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°apped workers employed at present In the Industries. The
ages of all the physically handicapped workers in the Indus-
tries fall within the age range of the employees chosen for
this study. These employees are representative of the types
of the physically handicapped employed at the Industries. The
sample of twenty employees Is classified Into four different
groups according to the adjustment made by the employee. Each
of the physically handicapped workers at the Goodwill Indus-
tries falls into one of these groups according to his adjust-
ment. Group A is composed of those employees who are ready
to become employed outside the Industries because of their
complete rehabilitation. Group B is composed of those em-
ployees who are adjusted to the Goodwill Industries but have
not achieved the degree of adjustment necessary to become em-
ployed outside the Industries. Group C is composed of those
employees who are sheltered workers in the process of train-
ing; and who could not become employed outside the Industries
because of the employee* s physical handicap, lack of skill,
or age. Group D is composed of those employees who are shel-
tered workers who are in the process of training. These em-
ployees have had only a brief training period.
Each employee was interviewed, each employee* s foreman
was interviewed, and records kept by social service agencies
were read. A schedule was formulated (see appendix) covering
information on the medical history, physical examination.
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3work experience, and education, as well as the ability to
adapt one*s self in new situations* These twenty cases are
presented in Chapter III*
A study was made of a group of five physically handicap-
ped former employees who have been able, on the basis of their
training at the Goodwill Industries, to become adjusted to
employment outside the Industries* These employees were se-
lected because of maximum adjustment; that is, these five em-
ployees have obtained work outside the Goodwill Industries*
Each of these persons was interviewed, his employer was in
some cases interviewed, and records kept by social service
agencies were read* A schedule was formulated (see appendix)
covering information on medical history, work experience, ed-
ucation, as well as the ability of the employee to adapt him-
self to new situations in the Goodwill Industries and employ-
ment outside the Industries* This schedule was carried through
on each case and the resulting information was used to form
conclusions in the light of this study* This five cases are
presented in Chapter IV*
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4CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND FOR THE STUDY OF
MORGAN MEMORIAL GOODWILL INDUSTRIES
The Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries is an organiza-
tion which trains the physically handicapped to become self-
supporting by teaching them trades* The following history
and description is necessary to understand the program which
is carried on in the Goodwill Industries*
History of Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries
Henry Morgan (1825-1884), who was a successful country
teacher and temperance evangelist, came to Boston to be a
missionary in the slums* He opened his mission in the Music
Hall located in the North End, the largest auditorium in Bos-
ton* Later he received permission from the city to use the
old Franklin School building on Washington Street* There he
started a school for newsboys and bootblacks* When he was
made Chaplain of the State Senate in 1868 he received $22,000
from the Governor to purchase the old Church of the Disciples
located in the South End of Boston* He named this church
Morgan Chapel and carried on a work that consisted mainly of
Sunday morning preaching services and breakfasts for tramps.
He continued this work until he died in 1884* He left Morgan
Chapel to the Benevolent Fraternity of Churches on the con-
dition that a Methodist minister of the Hew England Conference
?*
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5be kept in charge of the work.
Several ministers were appointed to the work until Edgar
J. Helms came to Morgan Chapel in 1895. He was a graduate of
Boston University School of Theology, and came on the condit-
ion that he be allowed to put the larger emphasis of the pro-
gram of work for children and the community.
The South End had many saloons and gambling houses at
this time. Dr. Helms worked with the reform administration of
the city government and other social and religious agencies to
close many disreputable business establishments. Many build-
ings were vacated and rented to very economically dependent
people who were for the most part foreigners.
Morgan Chapel became swarmed with children making it nec-
essary to erect a new building. As a result, Morgan Chapel
was replaced in 1902 by the Children* s Settlement of Morgan
Memorial. There was widespread unemployment at this time and
Dr. Helms, having no funds, applied to the people of Boston
for cast-off supplies of clothing, shoes, furniture, and all
kinds of discarded materials. Work was given the unemployed
by having them cleanse, renovate, and make new articles from
the things that were sent in. The repaired articles were sold
for small amounts to those who lived in the neighborhood, and
the income was used to pay wages. In this manner the Goodwill
Industries had its beginning. Soon a night school was opened
to teach carpentry, printing, tailoring, dress-making, and mil-
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6linery to those adults who were not able to attend other
1
schools to learn a trade*
In 1905 the Morgan Memorial Cooperative Industries and
Stores, Inc., was incorporated. Many incompetent persons
came to the employment service in search of a job. The busi-
ness grew until it was necessary to rent several houses locat-
ed adjacent to the Children’s Settlement for work space.
%
Since these houses were unsuitable there was a great need for
a new building. This need was met by a wealthy donor who con-
tributed $35-,000 for this purpose. In 1913 the Goodwill In-
dustries were erected and within three years 100 people were
2
employed daily.
From 1920 to 1929 a total of 250 persons were employed
daily. From 1930 to 1939 the Goodwill Industries enlarged
their program. Emphasis was placed on employing economically,
emotionally, physically, and socially handicapped persons. An
average of 450 persons were employed a day during this period,
many of whom were on the verge of going on relief.
From 1940 up to the present there has been a decrease in
the number of persons employed due to the manpower shortage
in the regular industries caused by the war. An average of
350 have been employed daily during the past years.
1. kdgar J". helms. Pioneering in Modern City Missions, pp. 39-42
2. Ibid., p. 71
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7On December 23, 1942, Dr# Helms, who had been superin-
tendent of the Goodwill Industries since their development,
passed away# At this time Mr# Fred C# Moore became superin-
tendent and executive secretary# Just as in the early years,
the renovated products are sold from the Stores and the income
from the sales is used to pay wages# Additional income comes
from Community Funds, private donors, and from interest#
There are no profits made in the Goodwill Industries# All
earnings go to the workers according to their need and ability
after the expenses for maintenance of the plant and overhead
3
charges are paid# Under Mr# Moored direction the program
as diagrammed and described in the following pages is now in
operation#
Departments
The Goodwill Industries are divided into the following
departments and sub-departments:
A# Administration
1# Executive offices which include offices of the
superintendent, treasurer, and industry super-
visors#
2# Bookkeeping department where all the financing of
the Industries takes place#
3# Information and reception department where
guests are received and directed to the different
departments#
3# Ibid#, p# 80—4#
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8ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
OP THE
GOODWILL INDUSTRIES
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9B* Promotion
1, Record office where all records of contributors
are kept and where Goodwill papers and other pub-
lications are prepared for mailing to contribu-
tors*
2* Printing office where all Goodwill papers, pub-
lications, and stationery is printed*
C* Collection
1* Collection office where the addresses are kept
of persons wishing to make contributions to the
Goodwill Industries*
2* Receiving and shipping department where contri-
butions are brought in and where the renovated
products are shipped*
3* Collection department where the trucks used for
collection are kept*
D* Production
1* Furniture repair department where old pieces of
furniture are renovated and where new furniture
is made from discarded pieces*
2* Upholstery department where old furniture is
overstuffed*
3* Small wares department where electrical appli-
ances, toys, and sports equipment are repaired*
4* Sorting department where the Goodwill bags come
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in and where the contributions are sorted.
5. Shoe department where worn out shoes are repaired
and sorted*
6* Clothing repair department where old dresses,
blouses, and other clothing is repaired.
7. Stock and pricing department where contributions
which do not require renovation are sent and priced
for sale in the Goodwill Stores.
8. Furniture salvage department where pieces of fur-
niture which cannot be renovated are broken up and
salvaged for various purposes.
9. Salvage department where material otherwise not
saleable is baled and sold to manufacturers for
waste or paper production.
£• Selling
1. Sales department where the renovated products are
sold to the public.
2. Book department where books and pictures are
sorted, priced, and sold.
F. Building and maintenance department in which the
buildings owned and operated by Morgan Memorial sire
built and repaired.
G. Religious and social service activities
1. The Church of All Nations, the original mission,
where a half hour daily chapel service, a Sunday
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morning service, and other religious activities are
held*
2. The family service department which performs
social service work and supplies other services
through the following departments:
a. Employment bureau which is the intake de-
partment for the Industries*
b* Day nursery where children between the ages
of 3-5 are kept for parents who must work dur-
ing the day* Capacity: 45.
c* South Athol *‘resh Air Camp where children
attend camp during July and August every year*
Enrollment for 1945: 500*
3* Other Morgan Memorial services
a* The Charles Hayden Goodwill Inn which shel-
ters and provides a work program for transient,
homeless, and pre-delinquent boys. Enrollment
for 1945: 275.
b. Seavey settlement which cares for unattached
men*
c* Eliza A. Henry Home where middle-aged work-
ing women and married students who are working
their way through schools live*
d. The Youth and Children’s Center provides
classes and other activities for girls and boys
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between 3-16 years of age* •t'nrollment for
1945: 1500*
e* Lucy Stone Home where children’s outings
are held in the summer*
Personnel and duties
T
-------
The personnel director of the Goodwill Industries is a
full-time trained social worker who is in charge of the J&an-
ployment Dureau and Family Service Department* She has one
assistant who is a full-time trained social worker* In addi-
tion there are two first-year social service students and one
second-year social service student*
The acceptance of a case is based on the possibility of
a plan for progress* At the time of intake the decision con-
cerning an applicant’s acceptance for work may be to provide
a trial period in order to discover how the individual reacts
to job routine* In another case plans may be made for an ex-
ploration of various types of work* Or, an individual may be
placed on a part-time basis with a plan for the development
of increased work tolerance as the individual’s health im-
proves* Another plan may be to establish or reestablish a
job reference which shows the employee is capable of long em-
ployment after a prolonged illness* Lastly, the employee may
need to develop self-assurance so that he will be able to
approach prospective employers with confidence* These various
results are sought in all the departments in the Industries*
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In addition, on-the-job trade and office training are given
those who need to learn new skills*
The length of time that the individual stays varies
widely depending upon his purpose in being at the Goodwill
Industries and his progress during his stay* &very effort is
made to see that a person is placed in outside industry as
sooh as he is ready for it*
Work with a client is concluded in one of the following
manners
:
1* It may be discovered that the individual is com-
pletely unemployable in which case he is referred
back to the appropriate agency for necessary relief,
hospitalization or home care*
2* In some cases the client appears to be a perma-
nent sheltered employee and continuous work is pro-
vided*
3* The most desirable outcome is that a rehabilitee
becomes ready for industrial placement* Work is
undertaken with existing placement services and the
individual is assisted in finding an appropriate
job opportunity, thus providing an opening for a
4
newcomer*
During 1945, 929 individuals were served ranging in years
from 16 to 75* At the end of the year 347 were on a definite
4* Frances M* Tallmadge, M Personnel Work at Goodwill Indust-
ries of N©w York” 9 Goodwill Bulletin , 8:4, January, 1946*
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rehabilitation program#
Methods of referral and Intake
About fifty percent of the clients who come to the Good-
will Industries are referred from hospitals, churches, social
service agencies and other organizations# The other fifty
percent apply directly through their knowledge of Morgan Mem-
orial#
The case load represents diversified handicaps such as
defective vision, impaired hearing and speech, orthopedic
and health disability, handicap by age or social handicaps,
and mental and emotional handicaps# In addition many who
need temporary financial assistance apply for employment#
Interviewing
In order to work with handicapped persons one needs all
the skills necessary for interviewing, plus a knowledge of
the physical limitations involved in a handicap, and the a-
bility to see and feel the real person behind the handicap#
This ability has been cultivated by the personnel director
and her assistant#
When a disabled person comes to the ^raployment Bureau he
is aware of one need, that is a job* However, the social
worker at the Employment ^ureau may find that the job itself
is incidental to the person* s real problem. No one agency
can supply all the needs for all the types of handicaps, but
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the social worker should he able to direct the applicant to
the place where he can be helped*
The goal of the social worker at the ^*mployment ^Weau
of the Goodwill Industries iss
1* to find some kind of work which the applicant can do
well in spite of his handicap;
2* to provide a task from which he derives satisfaction
in accomplishment;
3* to find a job for the employee that is remunerative
enough to provide for his economic needs;
4* to secure for him a work placement that will make the
employee feel that he is making a contribution to his
fellowmen*
A person who recently has become handicapped usually
tries to find work similar to the type which he did before he
was injured* As yet he has not learned to adjust himself to
his handicap* ^he pe rson who has been sheltered and has not
been employed for a long time, on the other hand, may be a-
fraid to try any kind of work. Both need special treatment in
job placement*
The social worker, with the applicant, evaluates the lat-
ter’s assets and liabilities, '^hese include a complete medi-
cal report, his educational standing, his work history, and
his interest. A knowledge of the person’s home environment
is of importance also*
The social worker and the foreman work together to pro-
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vide the necessary treatment for the employee* It is the
task of the social worker to establish a good work relation-
ship between the employee and the work supervisor* ‘^he social
worker informs the employee and the foreman that the job at
which a person is placed is not necessarily a permanent place-
ment* As the employee improves physically and learns how to
overcome his handicap, he may be able to learn more compli-
5
cated tasks*
Employees In the Goodwill Industries
Employees are classified in one of the following groups
:
A* Service workers are those employees who hold posit-
ions as foremen or assistants to foremen* They are
essential to the Goodwill Industries for the training
and supervising of employees* There are 75 service
workers
«
B* Opportunity workers are divided into two groups*
First, there are relief workers who have become re-
sponsible employees, and they are remunerated according
to their earning capacity*
Table I shows the wages received by the opportunity work-
ers for December, 1945* Over seventy per cent of the workers
received forty to forty-four cents an hour*
Table II shows the collection report for the year of 1945*
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TABLE I
WAGES OF OPPORTUNITY WORKERS FOR DECEMBER, 1945*
Wage per hour No* of persons
$.4<5-&.44 55y
.45- .49 24
.50- .54 24
.55- .59 14
.60- .64 15
.65- .69 2
.70- .74 5
.75- .79 5
*80- *84 3
.85- .89 2
Total 34T~
TABLE II
COLLECTION REPORT FOR YEAR OF 1945*
Units** Amount
Bags of Clothing Collected
Bags of Paper Collected
Pieces of P'umiture Collected
104,481
105,220
155.966
Total Units Collected 365,667
Table III shows the operating expense for the year of
1945* The largest expenditure to the Goodwill Industries is
*”'Tlhere were 195,071 active contributors in 1945*
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to be found In opportunity wages* The next largest amount is
to be found in collective operating expenses*
TABLE III
OPERATING EXPENSE FOR THE YEAR 1945*
Item Expense
Opportunity wages $270,063
Salvage wages 145,834
Other operating expenses 231,199
Other current expenses 14.388
$661,484
Table IV shows the operating income of the Goodwill In-
dustries for the year 1945. Over half of the income was de-
rived from store sales. The next largest amounts were deriv-
ed from salvage sales and the Community Chest*
TABLE IV
OPERATING INCOME FOR THE YEAR 1945*
Sources Income
Store Sales ’ $5585,456
Salvage sales 89,310
Other earned income 70,826
Community chest 89,982
Donations 18
Other income 36*216
Total $671,808
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Table V shows the ages of the opportunity workers at the
Goodwill industries during December, 1945* The largest num-
ber of ages fell between fifty and fifty-nine years of age*
TABLE V
AGES OP OPPORTUNITY WORKERS EMPLOYED DURING DECEMBER, 1945*
Age No* of Persons
Under 20 years 17
20-29 22
30-39 30
40-49 62
50-59 96
60-69 87
70 years or older 35
Total 3W
Table VI shows the handicaps of the opportunity workers
TABLE VI
HANDICAPS OF OPPORTUNITY WORKERS EMPLOYED DURING DECEMBER,1945*
Handicap No* of Persons
Defective vision 4
Impaired hearing and speech 12
Orthopedic and health disability
t
62
Handicap by age or social handicap 66
Mentally or emotionally handicapped 93
Non-handicapped persons (needing
temporary assistance) 110
Total "317
*Source: Preliminary Work Sheets of Financial and Statistical
Reports of Local Goodwill Industries for ^ear of
l9lS , January, 1946*
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employed during December, 1945. ^he majority of workers were
mentally or emotionally handicapped of those who were employed
with a handicap* The table shows that there were more non-
handicapped persons employed at the Industries than there
were handicapped employees*
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CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES
In the cases we shall study the degree of adjustment
made by the clients with various physical handicaps. An e-
valuation of several factors is made when the person is em-
ployed* These factors include: physical examinations; medical
history; work experience; education; the ability to adapt
one's self to new situations, ^n analysis of each case is
made from the point of view of stressing the various factors
Involved in the adjustment made by the employee at his work
placement in the Goodwill Industries.
Table Vil shows the length of time the workers were em-
ployed. The median length of time was just over three years
TABLE VII
LENGTH OF TIME EMPLOYED
No. of Years* No. of Cases
0-1 2
1-
2 4
2-
3 3
3-
4 3
4-
6 1
5-
6 4
Longer 3
Total 20*
* £ach interval is inclusive of the higher figure.
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Table VIII shows the age distribution of the twenty em-
ployees* The median age was forty to forty-nine.
TABLE VIII
AGE DISTRIBUTION
Age Group Number
20-29 4
30-39 5
40-49 6
50-59 4
60-65 1
Total ScT
Table DC shows the physical handicaps of the twenty em-
ployees. In multiple sclerosis and Parkinson* s disease there
is a gradual deterioration which takes placd. This has to be
TABLE DC
PHYSICAL HANDICAP
Handicap
Arthritis
Brain injury
Deaf
Dwarf deformity
Hand injury
Infantile paralysis
Loss of hand
Multiple sclerosis
Parkinson* s disease
Spastic paralysis
No. of cases
5
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
2
Total SO
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taken into account in working with employees who have one of
these diseases* In the two case studies made of employees
with one of these diseases there were no plans made for the
employee to leave the Industries because the deterioration,
which takes place, lessens the proficiency of the employee*
The employee with the dwarf deformity was not encouraged to
leave the Industries because of his peculiar appearance, and
the social prejudice associated with such an appearance* In
all cases selective placement was used on the basis of the
limitations imposed by the handicap*
Table X shows the various agencies and institutions that
referred persons to the Goodwill Industries for employment*
Although the largest number came to the Industries on direct
TABLE X
REFERRALS
Agency No* of cases
City Missionary Society 1
Tremont Methodist Church 1
Robert ^reck Brigham
Hospital 2
Massachusetts State Re-
habilitation Dept* 4
Horace Mann School 1
Massachusetts General Hosp* 1
Boston Provident Associa-
tion 1
Direct Applicants 9
Total £6
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application, the next largest number came on referral from
the Massachusetts ^tate Rehabilitation department. Three
were referred by hospitals. Two were referred by private
agencies.
The twenty case studies are classified into four groups
according to degree of adjustment made by the employee to his
work placement at the at the Goodwill Industries. These are
the groups*
Group A: Those employees who are responsible workers
and who are ready to become employed outside the Goodwill
Industries.
Group B s Those employees who are responsible workers but
who are not able to go outside the Goodwill Industries.
Group C : Those employees who are sheltered workers who
could not become employed outside the Goodwill Industries
because of the employee’s physical handicap.
Group D : Those employees who are sheltered workers who
could not become employed outside the Goodwill Industries
because of the employee’s lack of skill.
Group A
As stated previously, the employees classified into this
group of responsible workers are ready to become employed
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outside the Goodwill Industries*
CASE STUDIES
Case I
This forty-six year old infantile paraly-
tic came to the Goodwill Industries in 1931,
upon suggestion of a friend who knew of Morgan
Memorial* He had infantile paralysis in 1920*
The disease affected both of his limbs and caus-
ed him to become severely crippled* He has nev-
er had any operations and all medical attention
has been supportive*
Prior to the onset of his disease he held
various jobs such as cooking candy in a candy
factory and fabricating steel structure in a
steel plant* After he had infantile paralysis
he worked in a blue print room for four years
until in 1927 he became unemployed*
When he came to the Goodwill Industries
he was placed in the upholstery department in
view of his handicap, his schooling, which con-
sisted of completion of high school, and his
previous experience* He worked for one year
after which he was laid off because of lack of
work* H© applied for work again at the Indus-
tries but was not accepted because of lack of
work* Ihe following years his wife supported
him*
In November, 1942, he returned to his job
in the upholstery department where he remained
until Gctober, 1943* He was allowed to work
at his own speed and he gradually acquired more
skill* The social worker encouraged him and he,
in turn, showed more ambition*
In 1943 he left the Goodwill Industries to
take a job at the Raytheon Manufacturing Gom-
oany* At this job he earned up to $50*00 a week*
He was automatically discharged on Navy order
and returned to the Industries two months ago*
Because there was no opening in the upholstery
department he was placed in the furniture repair
department where he performs skilled work.
This employee 1 s outlook is bright and he is more ambit-
ious than he was during his early days of employment at the
as
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Industries* H© is prompt, emotionally stable, competent, and
is a responsible worker* He gets along well with the other
workers and responds well to supervision. He has adjusted
well to his work placement at the Industries. H© has the
work experience, skill, and confidence to become employed
elsewhere* His handicap and his age do not interfere with his
proficiency at his work placement* H© has received the maxi-
mum results from medical care*
Case II
This unmarried fifty-six year old Irish-
man who has no right hand came to the H00dwlll
Industries through his own knowledge of Morgan
Memorial* In 1940 a train ran over his hand
and cut it off* After brief hospitalization
the maximum results from medical care had been
received.
Prior to this accident he was employed
for sixteen years at the M©rrimac Chemical
Factory* After the accident he performed farm
work for several years. Later he became em-
ployed at various paint jobs. Since he had
been left-handed before his accident he did not
have to adjust to using a different hand. How-
ever, because he could no longer climb a ladder
he found it difficult to gain employment as a
painter*
Seeking a permanent position as a painter
he came to the Goodwill Industries. In accord-
ance with this desire he was placed in the
painting department where he has remained. Hq
did not need encouragement and required very
little supervision upon referral* H© w& 3 al-
lowed to work at his own speed*
He is optimistic, prompt, regular in his attendance, re-
quires no supervision, and is emotionally stable* He earns
$19*00 a week and is self-supporting. He is a responsible
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worker and has adjusted well to the Goodwill Industries. Hq
gets along well with the other workers.
On the basis of his work experience, skill, and confi-
dence he could become employed outside the Industries. In
spite of his handicap he is able to perform his work in a pro-
ficient manner. His age might be met with some prejudice by
a prospective employer even though his age does not interfere
with his proficiency.
Case III
This forty-ei^ht year old infantile para-
lytic came to the Goodwill Industries in 1943
upon the suggestion of a friend. He had infan-
tile paralysis at the age of one which paralyz-
ed his right leg. H© received no medical at-
tention until he entered the H0ston City Hos-
pital in 1944 at which time an amputation of
his right leg was advocated. H© refused to al-
low this operation; consequently, a silver
plate was put in his right leg. With this
operation he discontinued medical care. H© has
difficulty in walking and uses crutches for
support.
His formal education consisted of comple-
tion of junior high school. Because he was an
upholsterer by trade he was placed in the up-
holstery department. Hi© Increased proficien-
cy is shown bv the fact that his salary in-
creased from $15.-- to $30.00 a week. He need-
ed no encouragement as he has been ambitious
and ardent since the time he came to the Good-
will Industries.
He is self-supporting, requires no supervision, is reg-
ular in his attendance, prompt, and has a very outgoing per-
sonality. H© gets along well with the other workers and is
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extremely cooperative* H© responds well to supervision* He
has received the maximum results from medical care*
He is well adjusted in the Goodwill Industries and is a
responsible worker* He has the work experience, skill, and
confidence to become employed outside the Industries* Hi a
age and handicap do not prevent him from being proficient at
his work placement#
Case IV
This unmarried thirty-six year old Swedish
lady who is a spastic paralytic came to the Good-
will Industries in 1943 upon the suggestion of a
former employee# Since birth she has never re-
ceived any medical attention for her spasticity
which causes her to walk with a limp, to have
difficulty using her hands, and to have a humped
back* On a recent visit to the Boston Dispen-
sary it was suggested that she undergo a series
of operations to improve her condition* she
would not agree to these operations and at pres-
ent she receives no medical care* '^he social
worker has not encouraged further medical treat-
ment because further treatment would be entirely
experimental*
After she was graduated from Saint Botolph’
s
School for the Crippled and disabled she became
employed at the Community Workshops for six years
where she ran a sewing machine* Next, she became
employed by the W. P* A* for four years at a job
which consisted of sewing machine work* Upon
completion of this work she came to the Goodwill
Industries where she was placed in the record de-
partment# She was placed in this department be-
cause there was no opening for her in the cloth-
ing repair department*
She has been very ardent and has gradually
acquired greater skill* Her optimistic outlook
shown when she first came to the Industries has
remained consistently the same* $he has requir-
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ed very little encouragement from the social
worker and supervision from the foreman#
She is confident, emotionally stable, prompt, and attends
work regularly* She gets along well with the other workers
and responds well to supervision* She earns $16*00 a week and
is self-supporting* She has adjusted to the Goodwill Indus-
tries and is a responsible worker* On the basis of her work
experience, confidence, and skill she could become employed
outside the Industries* She is proficient in spite of her
handicap and she is young#
Case V
This unmarried twenty-three year old spas-
tic paralytic girl was referred by the pastor
of the Tremont ^ethodist Church in October,
1944* Following a series of operations cover-
ing a period of seven years, she is able to use
her right hand as a prop and to walk without
any support* In 1943, she completed the tenth
grade of Saint Botolph' a School for the Crip-
pled and Disabled*
The reason for referral was that she was
too slow at her previous job which involved
wrapping candy at a factory* On entrance to
Morgan Memorial, she was discouraged after hav-
ing failed at her first work placement and she
was eager to make a success at her work* She
was placed in the record department at the Good-
will Industries* Here she learned to operate an
addressograph machine efficiently* She has re-
mained in this department* Her morale improved
immediately upon employment and has remained
good.
She was a ward of the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children* While attend-
ing school she lived with a private family.
When she became employed in the Goodwill indus-
tries she found a room for herself located near
Morgan Memorial#
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She was placed In the record department in
accordance with her schooling and her interest
in clerical work* *>he earns $16*00 a week and
is self-supporting* £>he i S regular in her at-
tendance, prompt, has good work habits, and
requires little supervision* She is optimistic
in her outlook*
She was referred for sheltered employment
and is not ready for employment outside the In-
dustries at present. &he is being tested at
the Counseling Service of the Young Women 1 s
Christian Association to find out if her job
meets her capabilities, interests, and Intel-
ligence Quotient of 94*
She is well adjusted to the Goodwill industries where
she has gained confidence and skill. She has become a re-
sponsible worker* through encouragement she ha3 been allowed
to work at her own speed. &he has learned to take care of
herself* ^he gets along well with the other workers and re-
sponds well to supervision.
On the basis of the tests that she is taking, a change
in work placement may result. A greater proficiency at this
work placement may result in employment outside the Industries*
She has the work experience, skill, and confidence to become
employed elsewhere, ^he is young and her handicap does not
prevent her from being proficient at her work placement*
Case VI
This forty-five year old colored man, who
had an accident which caused lacerations of the
brain and hemiphegia, came to the Goodwill In-
dus tried in 1939 through his own knowledge of
Morgan Memorial. In 1930 he fell down three
flights of stairs. The brain injury received
affected his locomotion and speech* He was
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treated for six weeks at the Boston ^ity Hospital
at the time of his accident. H© was unemployed i.
until he entered the Goodwill Industries.
He performed various jobs before he had his
accident. His jobs included work as a longshore-
man, work unloading paper in a paper factory, and
work on a steam boat.
The Massachusetts State Rehabilitation De-
partment agreed to finance his training period
at the Goodwill Industries. Because of work pre-
ference he was placed in the upholstery depart-
ment. He could not work fast but he was very
persistent in learning the trade. At the end of
his training period he earned a weekly wage of
$12.00 which increased to $16.00.
In 1942 he received a sheltered work place-
ment as janitor at the walworth Manufacturing
Company, a job at which he was paid $37.70 a week.
He was well adjusted at this job until January,
1946 when the union of which he was a member went
on strike. At this time he returned to the Good-
will Industries where he was placed in the furni-
ture department where he earns $19.30 a week.
He is prompt, more confident, acquiring more skill, at-
tends regularly, and follows orders well. He requires little
supervision; he is self-supporting. H© responds well to su-
pervision and gets along well with the other workers. He has
made a good adjustment to his work placement and is a respons-
ible worker. He is more fitted to janitor work than any other
type of work. With his handicap which causes him to have a
limited use of his right leg and arm, he will likely find it
difficult to obtain a job outside the Industries. He has the
skill, work experience, and confidence to become employed out-
side the Industries. His age and handicap do not prevent him
from being proficient at his work placement.
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Case VII
This unmarried twenty-five year old French
girl, who has a right hand deformity, was re-
ferred in 1943 upon the suggestion of her aunt
who was employed in the Industries at the time*
When she was a month old she had an abscess on
her right hand* An attempt by the doctor to
lance this abscess resulted in injury to a cord*
As a result her hand did not grow or develop
and has been of use to her only as a prop* At
the age of twelve she was examined and told that
nothing could be done for her condition, medi-
cally speaking* ^he has received no further med-
ical attention since she was twelve*
When she completed the ninth grade she re-
mained at home until 1942 when she became a nurse-
maid for a year* $he discontinued this work to
become employed at the Goodwill Industries*
In accordance with her schooling, handicap,
and lack of training she was placed in the hat
department* ^he social worker felt that this
work placement would be suitable for her since the
work it easy to learn* she was taught the various
details of the work at her own speed and she re-
ceived encouragement from the social worker*
She was very discouraged when she came to the
Goodwill Industries* As she acquired more skill
and as she became oriented to her work placement
she displayed more optimism*
She is a responsible worker* ^he is prompt, attends reg-
ularly, has confidence in herself, and takes orders well* Her
lack of emotional stability does not keep her from being pro-
ficient at her work placement* She earns $16.00 a week and is
self-supporting* She gets along well with the other workers.
She has received the maximum results from medical care.
She has the work experience, skill, and confidence to be-
come employed outside the industries* She is young and her
handicap could be fitted to another job through selective
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placement* If she were able to obtain a job she would, in all
probability, not be able to earn more than she does at her
present work placement* Ihis reason, in addition to the fact
that she is needed in the hat department, cause the social
worker to refrain from giving her encouragement about becoming
employed elsewhere*
Case VIII
This unmarried forty year old man was refer-
red by the Horace Mann ^chool in 1924 to receive
training for a job* When he was four years old he
had scarlet fever which left him totally deaf*
At the Horace Mann School he was taught to read
lips very proficiently*
He had never been employed previously when
he entered the Goodwill Industries* because of
a vacancy in the printihg department, he was plac-
ed there and has remained in the same department*
At his own speed he learned to be a compositor,
job pressman, cylinder pressman, cutter, folder,
and pamphlet binder* He performs all of these
efficiently*
His beginning weekly wage was $12*00* He new
earns $24.00 a week and this amount is supple-
mented by profits he and his father make from the
chicken farm on which they live*
He is cooperative, emotionally stable, prompt, regular* in
his attendance, and very well adjusted to his work placement*
He gets along well with the other workers*
At the time that he was employed the printing department
was very small* He is now a responsible worker and he helps
to train the other handicapped workers. He could, in all
probability, not earn more in a job outside the Industries*
For this reason he has not been encouraged to leave the In-
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dustries. Also, he is essential to the department in which
he is employed. Yet he has the confidence, skill, and work
experience to become employed elsewhere. He is young and his
handicap does not prevent him from performing well at his
work placement.
Case IX
This unmarried forty-four year old man,
who, has arthritis of the spine and hips, was
referred by the Massachusetts State ^habili-
tation Department in 1942, for training on the
job. He had performed various odd jobs includ-
ing operating a drill press in a General Elec-
tric factory, cutting material in a railroad
machine factory, and performing a semi-skilled
job at a shoe factory. In 1903, he developed
an arthritic condition which caused him to be-
come unemployed for a period of twelve years.
During these years he received supportive med-
ical care as well as six operations to combat
the gradual stiffening of his spine and hips.
Upon completion of his medical care and treat-
ment he was considered capable of a sheltered
work placement.
On the basis of his past experience, in-
terest, education (completion of the eighth grade)
and handicap which causes him to walk with an
exaggerated limp, he was placed in the furni-
ture repair department. He left within three
months to live with and work for his sister who
operated a restaurant.
A year ago he returned to the Industries
and was placed again in the furniture repair de-
partment. He has remained here, being placed
at various semi-skilled jobs in this department.
He has gradually acquired more skill as he has
been allowed to learn at his own speed. The soc-
ial worker and the foreman have worked together
in encouraging him and in planning work place-
ments for him.
When he came to the Industries he was pessimistic in his
outlook. H© gets along well with the other workers. He has
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overcome the pessimistic feeling and he is now an inspiration
to the other workers* His wages have been increased from
$16*00 a week to $21*50 a week on the basis of an increased
proficiency* He is self-supporting, regular in his attendance,
prompt, has good work habits, and requires little supervision*
He is well adjusted and is a responsible worker* He has the
skill, work experience, and confidence to become employed out-
side the Goodwill Industries. His age and handicap do not
prevent his proficiency at his work placement* He is under
the care of the Massachusetts General Hospital*
Case X
This unmarried thirty-one year old Scotch-
English man who has arthritis of the hips and
legs was referred by the Robert Ereck Brigham
Hospital in 1942* At the age of sixteen his
arthritic condition began to develop. He was
able to complete high school and two years of
business school before his condition caused
him to become severely handicapped. For five
years he worked as a kitchen man in a Boston
University dormitory* He had two operations
to remove growths on his heels at the State
Infirmary at Tewksbury, Massachusetts* Up un-
til the time he entered the Robert Breck Brig-
ham Hospital his medical care was mainly sup-
portive. H© was hospitalized from June, 1941
until November, 1942 and again received sup-
portive treatment*
At the end of his hospitalization he was
referred to Morgan Memorial for employment.
Because of his education, interest, and out-
going personality he was placed at the Charles
Hayden Goodwill Inn* This is an institution
owned and operated by Morgan Memorial for trans-
ient, delinquent, and dependent boys. He was
placed here as desk clerk* He was very ambit-
ious, cooperative and proficient in his work
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placement* He gradually assumed more duties
involving maintenance, filing, and counseling*
Due to the fact that his legs and hips
began to harden he was readmitted to the Rob-
ert Breck Brigham Hospital in December, 1943*
He received several operations as well as addit-
ional supportive treatment* When he returned
to the Goodwill Inn in June, 1945 he was able
to use canes instead of crutches he had for-
merly used. His medical attention made it pos-
sible for him to walk about with less difficulty
and his condition will remain stationary for a
number of years*
Because of the splendid work he has per-
formed in the Inn he has been promoted to House
Manager* His beginning salary of $16*00 a week
has been increased to $25.00*
He is a service worker. His consistently fine perfor-
mance has been due to his perseverance and ambition as well as
to the continuous encouragement of Dr* Emil Hartl, the head of
the Inn. He will take a night course at Boston University
this fall in accordance with his desire to become a college
graduate* If he adjusts to college work, further plans will
be made at Morgan Memorial* At present he is under out pat-
ient care at the Robert Hreck Brigham Hospital* He has the
work experience, skill, and confidence to become employed out-
side the Industries and his handicap does not interfere with
his proficiency at his work* However, he is needed at the Inn
and he is making good wages there. If he does adjust to col-
lege work the Morgan Memorial will make further plans to make
possible the completion of the Bachelor of Arts requirements
at Boston University.
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Conclusions to Group A
For the employee classified into this group the follow-
ing factors are responsible for his adjustment:
1. Work experience is a factor in the adjustment of all
the ten employees that are classified into this group except
for one employee. This past experience helped the employee in
becoming rehabilitated because, through his previous exper-
ience, the employee was able to become adjusted to the work en-
vironment of an industry. He was able to become adjusted to
the foreman-worker relationship. From this previous work
placement the employee was able to attain some skill. In mak-
ing a selective placement the employee was placed in a job in
which his past experience could be used.
2. The ability to get along with other people is found in
each of these employees. In the departments the workers have
many inter-relationships. The worker is placed on jobs where
employees have to work together. The skill that is acquired
and the work output is in part dependent upon the employee*
s
ability to get along with other employees. None of the ten
employees in this group came to the Industries with personal-
ity maladjustment.
3. Skill and ability was acquired by the ten employees
during the training period at the Industries which made each
of these employees independent from the standpoint of skill.
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In Case XIII all of the skill of the employee was acquired at
the industries# In the other cases the skill had by the em-
ployee was added to at the Industries# All of these employ-
ees were unable to obtain or retain a self-supporting job in
competetive industry because of the lack of skill, ihe train-
ing period In every case was long enough for the employee to
acquire skill. One employee was employed seven years, one
was employed two years, three were employed three years, and ;
two were employed four years#
4# In every case the employee's physical handicap was
matched to his job through selective placement# The employee
was placed in a job where he would not have to exert too much
energy in terms of his handicap# In Case X the man who is
crippled Is placed in a job as clerk where his work is per-
formed in a seated position# Tfce girl In Case VII who has a
hand deformity is placed in a job in which she could perform
her work In a standing position# She is placed in a job that
she could perform with her limited use of her right hand.
Such selective placement took place throughout the entire
group#
5# Medical attention needed by the employee either has
been obtained by the employee or is being obtained by the em-
ployee# In eight of the cases the employee has received the
maximum results from medical care# In Case IX and Case X the
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arthritic condition is being cared for under out-patient care
at a hospital*
6* The training period was lengthy enough for the employ-
ee to acquire confidence in the employment situation* Since
job performance is so related to the amount of confidence the
employee has, this is an important point in the rehabilitation
of the employee*
7* The age of the employee does not interfere with the
employment of the worker in competetive industry under the
present demand for employment* ^he workers of this group
range from twenty-three to fifty-six* ^he employee (Case II)
who is fifty-six is competent of obtaining a job In compete-
tive industry but will find doing so very difficult due to
the discrimination made by employers concerning age* ^'he
other workers are in the forties or younger and their age
will not be a drawback in obtaining employment*
Group B
As stated previously this group of responsible workers
who are adjusted to the Goodwill Industries are not ready to
go outside*
Case XI
This unmarried forty-nine year old infantile
paralytic came to the Goodwill Industries in 19IB
through his own knowledge of Morgan Memorial* Hs
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had infantile paralysis when he was eleven years
old. Since then he has had difficulty in walk-
ing, for the disease left him with paralysis
of both lower limbs and curvature of the spine.
An operation was never suggested by the doctor
and his medical attention consisted of support-
ive treatment. From 1910 to 1917 he remained
at the Massachusetts Hospital School where he
was graduated after he was trained in shoe re-
pairing and other hand work. For the follow-
ing year he remained at home where he took pri-
vate instructions in business English and busi-
ness arithmetic as well as an extension course
from Boston University in accounting.
In accordance with his interest, training,
and handicap he was placed in clerical work in
the industrial office. Because of his desire
to receive a varied work experience he was plac-
ed for a while in the shoe repair department and
later in the doll hospital. For several years
he operated a graphatype machine in the record
office. Then with the expansion of office de-
tail he was placed as timekeeper and pay roll
clerk. He is now in charge of this department.
His physical condition has caused him to be handicapped
to a greater extent through the years. He uses leg braces, a
body brace, and crutches for support. *n accordance with his
increased inability to walk he has been allowed to occupy an
apartment which is several floors above his office at Morgan
Memorial. The social worker made this arrangement for him.
When he first came to Morgan Memorial he earned $1.20 a
day. His weekly wages are now $27 . 00 . He is self-supporting,
very dependable, competent, prompt, regular in his attendance,
and cooperative. He has increased steadily in his perform-
ance. He has adjusted very well to his work placement and is
now a service worker. He would not be able to become employed
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outside because his handicap causes great difficulty concern-
ing his transportation#
Case XII
This thirty-three year old irishman who
had infantile paralysis was referred by the
Massachusetts ^tate Rehabilitation Department
in 1940 for training in watch repair work. In
1934 he had infantile paralysis for which he
was hospitalized for six months# of his
legs became paralyzed from the hips down. Af-
ter hospitalization he wa3 sent to the State
Infirmary at Tewksbury, Massachusetts for six
months. Du© to his ambition and continuous
practice he learned to walk within a year af-
ter he became ill. Since then he has had one
operation which consisted of strengthening
the power in his knee through surgery on his
knee cap. He was told that he has received
the maximum results from medical care prior
to his entry to the Goodwill Industries.
Prior to the onset of the disease he was
a truck driver for a while and later a sales-
man. For a number of years he worked on a
ranch. After he became ill he operated a
fruit stand for several years, sold antiques
for a number of months, and performed various
odd jobs for short periods of time. Upon en-
trance to the Goodwill Industries he was slow-
ly and continuously given experience at watch
repairing, after having been placed in the smell
wares department. At first he was irritable,
demanding, and a disturbing influence In the In-
dustries. Efforts made by the social worker and
his foreman to remove his hostility were to no
avail. In 1941 he was laid off for six months.
Shortly after he returned he became married.
Since then his attitude toward his work changed
considerably. He became very ambitious, coop-
erative, and more proficient in the watch re-
pairing trade.
At present he is prompt, regular in his attendance, and
requires no supervision. H© has received the maximum results
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from medical care* When the foreman has to be away from the
department he takes his place. He is very well adjusted and
is a responsible worker* He has set up a small watch repair
shop in his own home and plans to establish a larger sh6p in
the near future. After a few more months of practice he will
have acquired enough skill to leave the industries to carry
out these plans*
Case XIII
This unmarried twenty-eight year old man
who has a dwarf deformity, came to the Good-
will Industries in 1943, upon suggestion of a
friend who was employed In the Industries at
the time* His deformity includes short lower
limbs, a large torso and head. He received
many operations at the Saint Elizabeth* s Hos-
pital prior to 1935* These operations helped
to straighten his body which in turn made it
possible for him to use his arms and legs
more advantageously. All that can be done
for him from a medical standpoint has been ac«»
complished.
His formal education consisted of com-
pletion of the fifth grade. He received man-
uel training at the Canton Hospital, and seven
years of training in shoe repairing and cabi-
net making at the Wrentham ^tate School.
Upon graduation from the Wrentham State
School he was offered various jobs in Newton
for which he had been training* However, he
preferred to work in an industry and having
heard of the Goodwill Industries, he applied
for training in a job* There was a vacancy
in the upholstery department at this time so
he was placed there. This department has a
large number of very handicapped workers and
the social worker felt that he would have
less of an inferiority feeling concerning his
deformity. Also, since most of the work is
done while seated, the social worker felt
that he would feel less conscious about his
small size and height.
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His pessimistic attitude which he had
upon entry to the Industries has been com-
pletely replaced by a very healthy and cheer-
ful outlook* He has increased rapidly and con-
tinuously in efficiency and is now the best
worker in the upholstery department* H© makes
from $30*00 to $35*— a week and is one of
the most highly paid workers in the Goodwill
Industries*
He is prompt, regular in his attendance, emotionally
stable, has confidence in himself, and requires no supervision*
He gets along well with the other workers* He has adjusted
exceedingly well to employment at the Goodwill Industries
where is a responsible worker* H© has received the maximum re-
sults from medical care* His dwarf -like appearance would
cause discomfort for the other workers if he became employed
outside the Industries, therefore, no plans will be made in
this direction#
Case XIV
This fifty-seven year old Italian man, who
has arthritis of the hips, was referred by the
Massachusetts General Hospital in 1934 for train-
ing in a job* He was a barber by trade until 1926
when he developed an arthritic condition which
caused him to experience pain when he stood and
to have difficulty when walking* Prior to his en-
trance to the Goodwill Industries he was employ-
ed off and on at various odd jobs. Hi© medical
care consisted of supportive treatment*
In accordance with his education, which con-
sisted of completion of the fifth grade, his
handicap, which caused him to experience pain
when standing, and his interest in aesthetic
things, he was placed in the upholstery depart-
ment* He had no knowledge of upholstering and
thus had to be taught the trade from the begin-
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ning# throughout the twelve years that he ha3
been employed he has been allowed to advance at
his own speed# He now has learned every job in
the department, and his present work placement
consists largely of decorating furniture*
He requires little supervision, has improved continually,
is prompt, and emotionally stable# ue has no inferiority
feeling associated with his handicap# He is able to support
himself and his wife who is his only dependent# He is under
out-patient care at the Massachusetts General hospital# H© is
well adjusted in his work placement and is a responsible
worker# Under the present demand for employment he would be
unable to become employed because of his age and his handicap#
His arthritic condition will likely grow worse and cause his
proficiency at his work placement to decrease#
Case XV
This unmarried fifty-eight year old man,
who has arthritis of the spine, was referred
to the Goodwill Industries by a friend in 1940#
He has received supportive treatment from the
Massachusetts General Hospital since his arth-
ritic condition developed in 1939# The dis-
ease causes him to have a humped backj he wears
braces on both legs# His disease is thought
be be partly psychological because he had a
traumatic change in his home a few months before
the onset of his arthritic condition#
He was a clerk for sixteen years and a day
laborer on the W #P#A# for several years. **'rom
time to time he was unemployed#
In accordance with his education, which
consisted of completion of two years of high
school, his previous training, and his handi-
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cap, he was placed In the record department*
He has required little training in his work
which consists of operating an addressogr&ph
machine, filing, and doing statistical work.
H© is a man who has a great need to pity himself. H© has
a lack of ambition and could perform a greater amount of work
if he applied himself to his work. Efforts by the foreman and
social worker to stimulate ambition have been in vain. He is
unfriendly and does not get along well with the other workers.
is under out-patient care at the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital. H© is prompt, attends regularly. Is self-supporting,
and requires little supervision. His salary is $16.00 a week.
He has adjusted to his work placement in the Goodwill Indus-
tries but because of his personality maladjustment he will in
all probability never become employed outside the industries.
Conclusions to Group b
As previously stated, this group is composed of respons-
ible workers who are adjusted to the Goodwill Industries but
who are not ready to become employed outside the industries.
The members of this group have the skill, confidence, work
experience to become employed outside the Industries because
of the following reasons in the particular case:
Case XV is a case study of a man who is rehabilitated
but who has a personality maladjustment. Even though he
responds fairly well to supervision he does not get along
-
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with the other workers. H© is being treated by the social
worker who is working towards helping him to solve the inner
conflicts which cause him to be unable to get along with the
other workers. Prom the standpoint of length of treatment
and his age he is eligible for employment but he would, in
all probability, not be able to keep a job that he might ob-
tain if he were to leave the Goodwill Industries.
Case XIII is a case study of a man who performs his job
exceedingly well. H© is young, has had all the treatment he
needs, but his dwarf -like appearance would cause him to find
it very difficult to become employed elsewhere, ^he other
workers would be annoyed by his appearance. H© ia completely
rehabilitated and is very happy in his present work placement.
H© is needed in his department and for this reason he will
not be encouraged to leave the Industries.
Case XI is a case study of a man who is completely re-
habilitated. However, he is almost completely unable to walk.
If It were not for his living accomodations at Morgan Memorial
he would not be able to be employed because of his severe
physical handicap.
Case Xy ia a study of a man who is completely rehabili-
tated. Mcnrevap^ he is fifty-seven years of age and his ar-
thritic condition Is becoming progressively worse. An em-
ployer would not take him into employment because of his age
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and his increasing disability*
Case XII is a study of a man who is completely rehabili-
tated but who still needs further training before he can set
up a store of his own* When the initiative is taken by the
employee for private business, he is encouraged in this dir-
ection if he has the ability* This employee has the ability,
and after several more months he will leave the industries to
set up his shop*
Group C
As stated previously this group of sheltered workers who
are In the process of training, could not become employed
outside the Industries! because of the physical handicap they
are encouraged to remain at the Industries*
Case XVI
This unmarried sixty-three year old Scotch-
English woman who has arthritis of the spine,
shoulders, and limbs was referred by the Robert
Breck Brigham Hospital in 1940 for sheltered
employment* She came to this country when she
was twenty-five* Soon after her arrival she
became employed at the wew England Towel Com-
pany as an office worker and later as a cash-
ier* She was employed at this company for
twenty-nine years* during the last year of
her employment, she was attacked and knocked
unconscious one day after she had delivered
the payroll to the bank* Soon after this event
she developed arthritis and lost her job. She
became employed during the following years at
housework until her arthritic condition grew
worse and prevented her from working. She
went on Public Welfare until the Massachusetts
Rehabilitation Department financed her hos-
pitalization at the Robert Spe^ Brigham Hos-
pital where she received supportive treatment.
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Upon referral she was placed In the cloth-
ing repair department because there was no open-
ing for her in the clerical department. She
has been employed only part-time due to the fact
that special transportation has to be arranged
for her, as she is able to walk only short dis-
tances.
Since one of her main interests was sew-
ing, she rapidly learned her job, which consist-
ed of sewing accessories on garments.
though her work is well done, her physical
conditionsprevents her from gaining speed at
her work. The social worker has given her as-
surance and encouragement. In order to relieve
her anxiety concerning dependence she has been
assured that she may work in the Goodwill in-
dustries as long as it is medically advisable.
The social worker arranged living accomodat-
ions for her at the Eliza Henry Horae, a room-
ing house owned and operated by Morgan Memorial.
She is very eager to remain independent, to do her work
well, and to remain employed. She is willing, cooperative,
prompt, and regular in her attendance when transportation is
provided. She has frequent medical check-ups at the Robert
Breck Brigham Hospital. She is eligible only for part-time
sheltered employment to which she is well adjusted. For the
past few months she has been unemployed because of trans-
portation difficulties. She will return to the Industries
within a month for part-time employment to which she will re-
main until her physical condition causes her to be unable to
be employed. At this time the social worker will make a
plan for her. Part of her physical deterioration is due to
her age#
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Case XVII
This unmarried thirty-three year old man
with infantile paralysis was referred by the
Massachusetts State Rehabilitation Department
in 1941* He had infantile paralysis at the
age of seven* The disease caused him to be-
come totally paralyzed and at first he could
move only his eyes* Gradually he became able
to use his arms and with the aid of crutches
and braces he learned to walk again* Re had an
operation in 1934 to straighten his body* A
year ago, when he received a new leg brace, he
was told that all that can be done for him med-
ically has been done* At present he is able to
stand only with the aid of crutches*
When he was graduated from the Saint Bo-
tolph 1 s School for the crippled and Disabled
he worked part-time for two years at a yarn shop,
where he made samples of yam* During the year
that followed he tried in vain to obtain train-
ing in shoe repair work uhtil the Massachusetts
State Rehabilitation Department agreed to fi-
nance his training in the Goodwill Industries*
His acceptance at the Goodwill Industries
raised his morale and he has been one of the
most optimistic workers in his department.
After he became trained he earned $6*00 a week*
He now earns a weekly wage of $24*00. Re is presi-
dent of the club for the physically handicapped
which has recently been organized*
He is proficient, prompt, cooperative, regular in his
attendance, emotionally stable, and well adjusted to his
work placement. He gets along well with the other workers*
He is self-supporting and a responsible worker in the Indus-
tries.
Re is eligible for employment outside the Industries
from the standpoint of skill* However, his pronounced physical
handicap will in all probability prevent his employment out-
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side the industries. ne has to use his crutches to stand
as well as to walk. Therefore, the social worker will en-
courage him to remain at his present work placement.
Case XVIII
This forty-six year old woman who has multiple
sclerosis was referred by the Boston Provident
Association in 1942. While attending Columbia
University for her Bachelor of Science decree she
married. Her husband died of influenza a week
after they were married. She completed her
degree requirements in 1921, and in the fol-
lowing year she received her faster of Arts
degree in Art from the University of New ^exico.
Shortly after she was graduated her eyesight
failed and she was unable to carry out her
plans to teach art, painting, and modeling.
At the same time her mother became ill and she
was obligated to remain at home and do house-
work.
Upon the death of her mother she lived on
her inheritance. When this expired she sought
employment, and in this manner was referred to
the Goodwill Industries.
On the basis of her personality, interest,
and education she was placed in the Goodwill
Store as a sales clerk, ^h© remained here for
several years until she became less proficient
at her work. She complained of being unable
to tie packages and of being unable to stand
for a long period of time. She requested a
job at which she could be seated. In accordance
with her desire, she was placed in the record
department where she has remained for a year.
Her salary has been $16.00 a week since the time
of her employment.
Upon a recent mental check-up her condition
was diagnosed as a disorder of the spinal cord.
She will be intermittently ill for a number of
years. She may improve or get worse for mul-
tiple sclerosis is a disease which is not sta-
tionary for any length of time. *>he has devel-
oped an increased fear about walking up and
down steps, and she has an uncertain gait.
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Her condition is thought to be partly psychological. Her
work performance is not good and she requires constant super-
vision. She is a sheltered worker who will not be able to
become employed elsewhere because of her physical condition
and her personality handicap. She is constantly forgetting
things, and she acts as if she is in a stupor some of the time.
She has occasional physical check-ups at the Massachusetts
General Hospital. She is gradually deteriorating physically
and mentally. In accordance with this deterioration she
will be allowed to work at her present placement until she
is physically and mentally unable to work.
Conclusions to Group C
This group of sheltered workers could not become em-
ployed outside the Industries because of lack of skill,
physical handicap, or age.
Case XVI is a study of a woman who is extremely handi-
capped. Her arthritic condition is becoming increasingly
worse, and she has to have special transportation to and
from her job. In addition to this factor which makes for
employment liabilities, she is sixty-three and she is not
skilled at her job. She will not remain employable for
very long, and is only a part-time worker.
Case XVII is a study of a man who is extremely physically
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handicapped and who would find it impossible to obtain a
job because of his handicap* H© has the skill, work exper-
ience, and confidence, but his extreme physical handicap
would make it impossible for him to get a job* ae is presi-
dent of the Physically Handicapped Club at Morgan Memorial
and is happy in his work placement. He is an inspiration
to the other workers*
Case SVIII is a study of a woman who does not have the
skill, confidence, work experience, and has a disease which
causes her to deteriorate physically and mentally, ^he will
not be employed in the Goodwill Industries much longer be-
cause of her condition* She will have to adjust to work
placement before she will be able to learn a skill*
Group D
As stated previously, this group is composed of sheltered
workers who are in the process of training and who could not
become employed outside the industries because of the em-
ployee’s lack of skill*
Case XIX
This thirty-seven year old italian man who
has Parkinson* s disease was referred by the Massa-
chusetts State Hehabilitation Department for
sheltered employment in January, 1946. He was
manager of one of the r irst National Stores for
thirteen years until he fell and hurt his right
side* At this time he became employed by the
W* P* A* as timekeeper for eleven years* For
two years he was unemployed before he became
employed in the Goodwill industries*
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A year ago he developed Parkinson* s disease
and treatment was given him at the Lahey Clinic.
H still receives treatment# r^here is a consid-
erable tremor of his hands and he has an uncert-
ain gait*
In accordance with his physical condition,
education which consisted of completion of the
ninth grad$, and former experience, he was placed
in the furniture repair department# At present,
he is learning how to operate a sand-papering
machine. ^ will have an opportunity to learn
to perform other jobs In the department in which
he Is placed# After training he will be placed
at the job in which he is most proficient#
In spite of his handicap he does not have
a lowered morale# On every occasion he expresses
gratitude for his placement in the Goodwill in-
dustries. The social worker and the foreman
work together to plan his work placements.
He Is not able to support his wife and two
children on his weekly wages of $16*00# There-
fore, his wife receives an additional amount
from Aid to Dependent Children.
He is regular in his attendance, prompt, cooperative, has
good work habits, and requires little supervision* He has
not adjusted to the industries and is still a sheltered work-
er# He gets along well with the other workers and responds
to supervision* This is the first job he has had since the
onset of his disease and he is going through the process of
making an Industrial adjustment with a physical handicap#
His prognosis is poor because his disease will cause him to
be handicapped to a greater extent as the years go by#
Case XX
This unmarried twenty year old paralytic
boy was referred by the City Missionary Society
in January, 1946# At the age of one he had a
central nervous system infection which left
him with a right-sided weakness for which he
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received medical care and training in mus-
cle repair until he was twelve years old*
At present he has no use of his right hand
and walks with a marked limp. When tested
in the public schools, where he made no
progress, his intelligence quotient was
found to be 66*
During the past two years he has been
employed several times* His physical and
mental handicap, combined with his lack of
training, caused him to be unable to re-
tain a job for more than several months at
a time, was referred for training on the
job.
In his intake interview at the Employ-
ment Service he expressed a desire to per-
form simple carpentry. In accordance with
his desire and previous experience he was
placed in the furniture department where he
has been assigned to several jobs. Among
them were small carpentry jobs, ceiling repair
work, and furniture repair work. He has to
be told clearly and it detail the procedure
to follow at each job.
The foreman and social worker have
frequent interviews to plan and evaluate his
work placement. The social worker encourages
and assures him while at the same time she
keeps in close touch with his parents to in-
terpret to them the details and meaning of
his various work placements.
He is quiet at his work, conscientious,
punctual, and appears to have confidence in
himself. He is passive in his attitude towards
his handicap and is not given to moods. He
earns $16.00 a week. This is the largest
wage that he has ever received. &e has re-
ceived the maximum results from medical care.
His inability to use his right hand, the fact that this
job is his first steady job to which he must come regularly,
the fact that he is below average intelligence, the fact
that he has been very over-protected by his mother; all these
facts point towards the conclusion that this employee will
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have a difficult time adjusting to his work placement.
In addition to these facts he is apprehensive, ^he social
worker and foreman plan to work continuously and gradually
in helping him adjust to his work environment and in helping
him to become a trained worker.
Conclusions Group p
This group of sheltered workers is composed of those
workers who are unable to become employed outside of the
Industries because of the employee* s lack of skill. In both
of these cases the employee* s training period has been brief,
and the employee does not have the skill necessary to be
rehabilitated. In both of these cases there are other fac-
tors which make for liabilities in the industrial situation.
In Case XX the employee has been employed only several
months. The length of employment has not been great enough
for the employee to be rehabilitated. rjChls employee had
very little previous work experience, is mentally deficient,
and he is considerably handicapped. He will have to adjust
to the work environment before he will be able to learn a
skill.
In Case XIX the employee has been employed only several
months. The length of employment has not been long enough
for the employee to be rehabilitated. His Parkinson* s dis-
ease has recently developed and he has had to learn how to
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work all over again with a physical handicap* This is the
first job he has had since the onset of the disease* This
disease is progressive so it will be unlikely that he will
become employed outside the industries*
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CHAPTER IV
CASE PRESENTATIONS OF FIVE FORMER EMPLOYEES
OP THE GOODWILL INDUSTRIES
Those studies are of cases in which a maximum degree of
adjustment was made by the clients who were employed at the
Goodwill Industries within the past five years* ‘^hese for-
mer clients all had various physical handicaps* An evaluation
of several factors was made when the person was employed*
These include physical examinations, medical history, work
experience and education as well as the ability to adapt
one*s self to new situations. An analysis of each case is
made from the point of view of stressing the various fac-
tors Involved in the adjustment made by the employee in his
work placement at the Goodwill Indus tries, as well as the
adjustment made by the employee in his work placement outside
the Goodwill Industries*
Case I
This thirty year old unmarried infantile
paralytic was referred by the Massachusetts
State Rehabilitation Department for training
In watch repairing in 1938. When he was one
year old he had infantile paralysis at which
time he became paralysed from his hips down*
During the next twelve years he had seven
operations performed at the Children* s hos-
pital. These operations enabled him to use
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his hips and legs more easily* ^ince the age
of twelve he has received no medical care or
treatment* He has always walked with the aid
of crutches* After being graduated from the
Saint Botolph* s School for the Crippled and
Disabled he remained at home for four years*
He then came to the Goodwill Industries wL r
where he was placed in the small wares depart-
ment where he received training in watch re-
pairing* He was cooperative, regular in his
attendance, prompt, and required little super-
vision* His outlook was good upon referral
and it remained very good. He learned a great
deal about electrical equipment, toys, and sport
apparatus* He became so proficient that he
left the Goodwill Industries in 1941 to work
in the assembly line at the Walworth Manufact-
uring Company* In addition to this job he
carried on a small trade in watch repairing
at his home*
Recently he has begun to work at the
Faraday Electrical Company where he does work
that Involves the construction of fire alarms*
H© was asked by the employer of this company
to leave his old job and come to work for him
where he could earn more and live closer to
his home* H© made $12*00 a week at the Goodwill
Industries and he now earns $40*00 a week*
He is regular in his attendance, very cooperative,
requires no supervision and is improving con-
sistently* Recently he was offered a more re-
munerative job in a new company and he is now
contemplating a change in his work placement.
He is economically independent and com-
pletely rehabilitated* He has organized base-
ball clubs and football teams for young boys in
the neighborhood, and he participates in many
community activities*
This employee had never been employed before he came
to the Goodwill Industries. I>uring the training period he
was a sheltered worker* He then became a responsible worker
with skill, work experience, and confidence. Ris physical
handicap did not interfere with his becoming employed outside
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the industries#
At the Goodwill Industries he received special training
in watch repairing# ^his formed the foundation for the a-
bility he has today in working with small gadgets, and in re-
pairing mechanisms# *ie was able, with this training, to ad-
just well to a job which consists of repairing fire alarms#
Case II
This twenty-two year old Greek girl came
to the Goodwill Industries in 1943 through
her knowledge of Morgan Memorial# She was
bom with a congenital foot deformity# Both
of her feet were affected and she had a dif-
ficult time when she walked and found it dif-
ficult to stand for any length of time#
After she was graduated from the ^aint
Botolph*s School for the ^rippled and Dis-
abled she entered Morgan Memorial where
she made known her desire to learn to op-
erate a switch board. At first she worked
part-time at this job and she earned $4#00
a week# As she gradually became more pro-
ficient whe worked full time and earned
$16*00 a week# ^he became more confident
and less given to inferiority feelings
concerning her handicap# she wqs prompt,
regular in her attendance, cooperative,
and required no supervision#
While at Morgan Memorial she was tak-
en to the Mew England hospital for women
where arrangements were made by the social
worker to have a series of free experiment-
al operations performed* These operations
were successful and her feet are no longer
deformed. She became able to stand without
pain and to participate in many active
sports#
A year ago she left the Goodwill In-
dustries to live with a relative in Texas#
yrfhile there she became employed as a long
distance operator# When she returned to
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Boston six months ago she became a long dis-
tance operator for the ^ew England Telephone
and 1elegraph Company* Her salary has in-
creased from $23.00 to $28.00 a week* She Is
self-supporting, very optimistic in her out-
look, and completely rehabilitated. She
plans to remain at her present work place-
ment where she is very well adjusted.
She came to the Goodwill Industries with a pronounced
physical handicap. She had never been employed before. Thus
she began as a sheltered worker. As she gained skill
she gradually became a responsible worker. Her physical
handicap was eliminated altogether through operations
arranged by the social worker. She then has the skill,
work experience, and the confidence to become employed out-
side. Her physical handicap became non-existent and thus
she was able to make the splendid adjustment to her work
placement. Morgan Memorial did one more thing for hers
they allowed her to become trained in that which interested
her most, and she was able to fulfill a life-long ambition
to become a telephone operator.
Case III
This thirty year old lady who had meningitis
was referred by the Massachusetts State Rehabili-
tation Department in 1944 for training as a sec-
retary. ^>he was five years old when her illness
oc cured. At this time she had to be tuaght how
to walk and talk over again. H©r sickness left
her with a tremor of her entire left side. Upon
examination a few years later she was told that
nothing could be done for her from a medical
standpoint, so she has received no medical at-
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She was graduated from Melrose High
School in 1934 and remained at home with
her family until 1941 when she entered
business school through encouragement
she received from the Massachusetts State
Rehabilitation Department. Upon graduat-
ion she secured a stenographic position at
the YWCA where she remained only several
weeks. S^e did not respond well to super-
vision and she was unable to retain her po-
sition because of her personality malad-
justment#
Soon afterwards she became employed
at the Community Workshops where she re-
mained for almost a year. She was placed
in a sewing job and she was not content
in her work placement, ^he was thought to
be competent of a more difficult job by
the social worker at the Massachusetts
State Rehabilitation Department# ^he was
therefore referred to Morgan Memorial for
employment.
She became a secretary in the Family
Service Department whose director worked
with her in helping her to overcome her
personality maladjustment. Dradually she
became able to get along with other people,
and she was less and less given to temper
fits. At first she worked gradually as a
part-time employee; later she became a full-
time employee. She became more proficient
in her work placement.
In making a plan for her the social
worker was hesitant in suggesting an outside
job because of her inability to mix well
with the other employees. On her own
she secured a job at the united States Em-
ployment Service at the H #D# Cady, Incorp-
orated, in September, 1945. Since then
she has been promoted to the position of
stenographer and she earns $24.00 a week.
She is regular in her attendance, prompt,
and requires little supervision. She is
cooperative, confident, and completely
rehabi li tated#
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The main problem which existed with this employee was
not her lack of skill but her complete inability to get along
with other people* she failed at a previous work placement
because she could not get along with her work supervisor and
her fellow-workers*
Through the careful work of the head of the family Serv-
ice Department she was helped to solve those inner conflicts
which caused her to have a personality maladjustment* ^hen
she left the industries she had become a responsible worker
who had the skill, confidence, and work experience to become
employed elsewhere* She has overcome her personality malad-
justment enough to obtain and hold a job. ^his she could not
do prior to her entry to Morgan Memorial*
Case IV
This forty-three year old cripple was re-
ferred by the Massachusetts State Rehabilitation
Department in 1941* When he was eight years old
he had scarlet fever which caused him to have
locked hips and jaws* His hips have a decided
limitation of motion and his kneee are a half
an inch apart. In 1921 he had an operation
performed on his jaws, ^his operation did little
to aid the paralytic condition of hia jaws* ue
received no further medical attention until 1938
when he had several teeth removed at the Massachu-
setts General Hospital.
His formal education consisted of completion
of the eighth grade* He was never employed until
he came to the Goodwill Industries* In accord-
ance with his handicap, education, and interests
he was placed in the upholstery department* He
needed much encouragement and assurance and these
he received from the social worker and foreman*
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H© learned the trade rapidly and showed a marked
ability. He was cooperative, regular in his at-
tendance, and he was able to support himself on
his weekly earnings of #19.00.
While at the industries he was urged to enter
the hospital for a much-needed plastic operation
on his mouth and jaw. H© had an emotional block
concerning further surgery. H© stated that he
refused to be admitted to a hospital because of
the pain he had experienced during his former
operation.
In October, 1942, he found an outside job
at the American Paper Dox Factory as a comer cut-
ter. His training at Morgan Memorial gave him
the ability to perform this job. ^e received a
weekly wage of &45.00.
He was well adjusted in his work placement
when his mother became so ill that it became
necessary for him to quit his job and care for her.
He would be able to secure a job at present if it
were not for his home conditions, for he was most
proficient at and adjusted to his work placement.
This man had never been employed before he came to the
Industries. He was completely lacking in skill. He was a
sheltered worker while he was being trained. Later he be-
came a responsible worker who had the skill, work experience,
and confidence to become employed outside. His handicap did
not prevent him from being proficient at his work placement.
He needed to be trained in order to make an industrial ad-
justment. This training was given him at the industries.
Case V
This thirty year old spastic paralytic
was referred by the Massachusetts ^tate Rehabili-
tation Department in August, 1942. Her spastic
condition caused her to be severely crippled
and only with great difficulty was she able to
walk. After leaving the care of the Children 1 s
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Hospital at twelve years of age she was cared
for at the Massachusetts General Hospital where
she had her first operation when she was nine-
teen years old* ^his operation which was per-
formed on her legs and hips did not improve her
physical condition* A year later she was
graduated from the Saint Botolph' s School for
the Crippled and Disabled* From the time of
her graduation until she became employed at
the Goodwill Industries she was unable to get
a job even though she made many attempts to
secure employment* when she became employed
at Morgan Memorial she was placed in the cldth-
ing repair department where she was allowed
to choose the work she preferred for several
weeks* She was very self conscious when she
began working but when she left the Indus-
tries in March, 1945 she had gained a great
deal of confidence* She learned to steam
hats and block them* ^he was cooperative,
prompt, attended regularly, and was able to
support herself on the $16.00 she earned a week.
She responded well to the encouragement given
her by her social worker and foreman*
When she left Mor.gan Memori ai she be-
came employed at the keystone Company where
she earned $25*00 a week, ^he changed her
work placement after several months because
she did not like a new foreman who was placed
in her department* ^he found a job at the
Edward* s Manufacturing Company where she
worked for a year as an inspector* Again
she stopped working. Her reason was to have
a much-needed operation performed on her legs
at the Massachusetts General Hospital. r^his
operation helped her condition considerably
in her ability to walk. *or about three
months she was unable to secure a job* At
the end of this period of time she became
employed at Pollock' s Manufacturing Company
as a machine operator* She is now at this
work placement at which she earns $24.00 a
week. She is regular in her attendance,
cooperative, confident, and proficient. In
the near future she will receive further
medical attention which will enable her to
make a still greater improvement in her em-
ployment.
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This lady had never been employed prior to the time
that she came to the Industries* ^he had to be trained* Dur-
ing this period she was a sheltered worker who could not be-
come employed outside because of lack of skill* After her
training period was completed she had work experience, skill,
and confidence* ^he became a responsible worker who was
encouraged to leave the Industries. Those things which she
needed most and which she gained at the Industries were con-
fidence and skill* Medical care which she initiated was
encouraged by the social worker, and the care has aided her
in her present adjustment*
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The writer has attempted to show the method used at the
Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries in order to show how the
physically handicapped person is helped to become self-sup-
porting as well as adjusted to his environment* Prom the
various factors which made for the employee's adjustment:
medical history, work experience, education and personality,
different conclusions about physically handicapped workers
emerge*
This present study is made from the point of view of the
client's work adjustment* '^he information was obtained
from employees and former employees of the Goodwill Indus-
tries, records kept by social service agencies, conferences
with foremen in the Industries, and interviews with relatives
of employees* 1‘wenty-five case studies resulted*
Prom this study certain conclusions can be made* The
focus of this study falls on the degree of adjustment of the
employee* Those factors that are most important to the re-
habilitation of the employee and which must be considered
before an employee is urged to become employed outside the
Industries are many* employees that have been classified
into ^roup A have all the essential factors* These include
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personality adjustment; that is, the ability to get along
with other workers as well as the ability to accept super-
vision from the foreman; work experience which caused the
employee to become adjusted to the work environment; adequate
skill which was attained at previous work placements as well
as at the Industries; the ability to perform a job in spite
of the employee's physical handicap through selective place-
ment; adequate previous and present medical care; an adequate
training period; and industrial requirements regarding age*
In Group A the responsible workers are rehabilitated from the
standpoint of their ability to adjust to employment. Whether
these workers leave the industries will depend upon the em-
ployee's own initiative as well as the employer’s accept-
ance of the physically handicapped worker, ihere is still
a great deal of social prejudice shown by employers con-
cerning the employment of the physically handicapped in
spite of the statistics which have been published on the
large number of physically handicapped workers who adjusted
well to jobs during the war years.
AH the employees who were able to become employed
outside the Goodwill Industries (Case studies presented in
Chapter IV) were employees who belonged to Group A before
the employee left the industries.
In Gp0up b are those workers who are responsible but
who are not able to become employed outside the -industries
because of the various reasons: personality maladjustment.
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age and increasing severity of physical handicap, appear-
ance of employee, presence of handicap which causes trans-
portation to be almost impossible, and the need for further
training* These employees have been in the employment of
the industries from three to twenty-eight years; therefore
the training period has been adequate*
Group C is composed of those employees who are shelter-
ed workers who are in the process of being trained and who
are unable to become employed outside because of one of the
following reasons: increasing handicap and age, extreme
physical handicap, and the presence of a disease which
causes continual deterioration. Persons who have one of
these qualities are definite employment liabilities*
Group D is composed of those employees who are sheltered
workers who are in the process of being trained* They have
not been given the opportunity to acquire sufficient skill,
therefore it remains to be seen if they will become rehabili-
tated*
This study shows that the Morgan Memorial Goodwill In-
dustries are equipped to rehabilitate those employees who
do not have severe physical handicaps, diseases which cause
deterioration, too advanced an age, or a pronounced person-
ality maladjustment*
The writer is of the opinion that there would be more
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workers classified into Jroup A if there were a larger staff
which could render more thorough individual treatment to the
clients* More extensive case work could be given the em-
ployee in this rehabilitation program* ^is personality and
background could be studied to a greater degree and he could
be given more skilled treatment in helping him to help him-
self* All the scientific processes of case work could be
made use of* ^ome need would result for psychiatric case
work and this service could be given the client* This in-
tensive case work would result in the followihg:
1* A more thorough knowledge of the employee* s work
experience*
2* A more thorough knowledge of an employee’s medical
history, present physical condition, and his medical
needs*
3* A more thorough knowledge of the employee’s home
environment and more interpretation to the loved ones
of the employee concerning the treatment the employee is
receiving*
4* A greater assistance to the employee in helping him
to secure work outside the Industries after he has been
rehabilitated*
5* A more thorough follow-up of the employee after he
has become employed outside*
The writer believes that in addition to these needed
*
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improvements that there should be an occupational therapist
on the staff of the personnel department. At least a part-
time therapist, and in full employment a full-time therapist
would make for a better training program. The therapist has
an understanding of both the medical and industrial object-
ives of the program. From the medical history the occupat-
ional therapist could secure information about the client*
s
physical condition, the nature of the handicap, and the
course of treatment to be followed. Knowledge of his apti-
tudes could be gained from his psychological and manual
tests. All of these would be important in determining the
type of activity and the working conditions for which the
client is best fitted, The work could then be planned and
the occupational therapist would kesp work and medical re-
cords
.
Thus the therapist could guide, observe, and report to
the social worker as the employee continues on the job. When
the client is ready for commercial employment the occupational
therapist could contact the new employer and inform him of
the client's abilities and limitations, as well as suggest
to him any necessary precautions in placing the worker on the
job. The guidance, counsel, teaching, and other activities
which the therapist is trained to do could help greatly
in developing a physically handicapped person to his greater
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APPENDIX
SCHEDULE
I, (General information
Age
Sex
Religion
Nationality
^arital ^tatus
Handicap
Address
Who was employee referred by?
What was the problem as seen by the referring agency?
How long has the worker been employed?
II Medical History
What Is the employee's diagnosis?
What medical attention has the employee had?
Was the employee a receiver of medical attention prior to
entrance to the Industries?
Who was responsible for medical attention received by em-
ployee?
Did medical attention aid the employee in making his adjust-
ment at the work placement?
!!! Work History
History of employee’ s work placements outside the Industries
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History of employee’s previous work history.
History of employee’s work placement or placements in the
Goodwill Industries*
Has the handicap been fitted to the job?
IV.Environmental History
Is there some change in employee’s home environment that
needs to be changed or modified?
Describe what change needs to take place.
V. Personality Adjustment
Is employee’s lack of adjustment due to a lack of person-
ality adjustment? Describe.
Was the employee’s adjustment due to a personality adjust-
ment? Describe.
Does employee get along with the other workers?
VI. Degree of Ad.justment
What is the employee’s weekly wage?
Is the employee self-supporting?
Has employee’s salary increased or decreased since refer-
ral to the Goodwill Industries?
Is employee given to frequent absenteeism?
Is the employee prompt?
How much supervision does the employee require?
Y/hat is the employee’s outlook?
Does employee have confidence in himself?
Is the employee emotionally stable?
What degree of adjustment has been made? Describe.
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If adjustment has been made, how and why was it made? If
adjustment has not been made, why has it not been made?
March 2, 1946
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SCHEDULE
I« General Information
Age
Sex
Nationality-
Marital Status
Handicap
Address
Who referred by
Problem as seen by the referring agency
Employee^ educational standing and training
Length of time at the Goodwill Industries
Length of time at commercial employment
!! Medical History
Medical attention the employee has had
Effect of medical attention on work adjustment
Who responsible for medical attention received by employee
Describe further medical need if the need exists
III, Work History
History of former work placement prior to placement in the
Goodwill Industries
Degree of adjustment in the Goodwill Industries
History of work placement of work placements since leaving
the Goodwill Industries
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IV # Environment
Description of help given client, if given, in helping him
secure a greater adjustment in his home setting
V# Personality
Was client maladjusted because of his personality
If so, describe aid given at Morgan Memorial in overcoming
this maladjustment#
VI# Additional Questions
Employee’s income prior to employment in the Goodwill Indust-
ries, in the Goodwill Industries, in commercial employment
Is client self-supporting
Attendance regularity
Supervision
Cooperation
Employee’s confidence and outlook
Degree of rehabilitation
Future plans
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